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  The focus for this newsletter is Year 2

What a fantastic few terms year 2 have had!

We have been really lucky to attend some fantastic workshops 

over the last few terms. One in particular that we all really enjoyed was 
the author visitor from Simon Murray who taught us all how to draw

 our own Icky Doo Dah. It was great fun and we have some of them displayed
 in our classroom so please do feel free to pop in and have a look.

   We all had a busy term last term with our ?Star of the Show? topic and all did an absolutely fantastic

  job in the nativity. We loved showing off all of our hard work and really hope you all enjoyed it as

much as we did.

Last term, we learned a lot about Pinocchio and had a wonderful  
trip to the theatre. We created our own puppets and wrote  
instructions on how to create these and to help us learn about  
instructions we followed each other?s to make a jam sandwich.

 The outcomes were very interesting!

 

Our topic this term is ?A New Discovery? and one that we are all very  
excited about. We have turned into explorers and created our own  
discovery packs and are currently on a voyage to discover

somewhere that nobody has ever been before. We cannot wait to 
share with you what we find along the way!



     

 

In maths, we are still working on our multiplication and division and we are all 
becoming so

confident with it now. We will be moving on to money soon and looking at different 
shapes.  

PE this term is dance and we are in the midst of creating our own dance showing us 
travelling on  our voyage. We came up with fantastic ideas of different ways to 
travel, including on a hover board! We are all doing a great job at expressing 
ourselves and our movements in our dance lessons.

In science, we are looking at habitats and will be identifying  which animals live in 
which habitat and

thinking about what animals live in the habitat that we discover. It may even be 
animals that people

have never seen or heard of before, we have seen a lot of 2 headed animals 
scuttling across the

playground recently!

We can?t wait to take you on our voyage with us and show you all of the amazing 
things that we

have been doing and that we have discovered at our outcome on Tuesday 11 th 
February.
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